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Therme Erding sets New Standards in Prevention of Sunburn
THERME ERDING, Europe’s largest hot water Spa World with the largest Sauna Paradise in the world and nationwide
wellknown of high quality standard, variety as well as uniqueness, sets new standards again. As world-wide first thermal
spa, THERME ERDING offers a new attraction to guests by using the multi-awarded HelioVital®-suncare technology to
canopy the outdoor area. This health related beneficial attraction was possible by cooperation with the innovative company
LANG Industrieservice GmbH and the company AQUACOMET GmbH a specialist for terrace roofs and pool enclosures.
Sunlight is one of the fundamentals for existence of human beings and provides us with vitality and a sense of well-being.
Enjoying sun means satisfaction guaranteed. But the skin is sensitive to the sun and has to be protected from the harmful
effects of sunlight. The health dilemma “tanning and Vitamin D vs. sunscreen” is an important public topic to all class of
society. To enjoy the sun to its fullest extent – wholeheartedly and harmless will become a quality level in leisure industry.
The THERME ERDING offers the multi-awarded HelioVital® sun filtration technology to their guests since August 2013.
It’s an added value to all guests and provides a growing community of people, who couldn’t enjoy vital sunlight free of
symptoms and side-effects in their own garden or public lakes, a real health benefit and ecofriendly alternative.
HelioVital®-suncare is a dermatological tested and proofed membrane to filter out selective the invisible harmful rays of the
sunlight, so these dangerous rays couldn’t ping and harm the skin. The bio positive, vitalizing and rays which give an
immediate and persistent tan are allowed to pass through the filter. The scientifically proven high efficient effectiveness
provides for the first time not only a save and high enjoyable sunbathing and tanning, but also to benefit from the healthy,
curative and regulative natural power of the sun without risks and side-effects. HelioVital render sunlight harmless and
compatible for all types of skin without any allergenic and polluting substances. The filters are recommended by wellrespected dermatologists and protect high efficient from the causes of skin cancer, sunburn, allergic reaction, premature
skin aging, formation of wrinkles, collagen reduction, increased production of free radicals und nasty sweating. An
additional integrated infrared filter reduces the heat radiation by up to 60% to generate a comfort level. Staying outdoor in
the shade of HelioVital®-suncare means getting well tolerated pampered in the vitalizing sun. With this reliable safe
method HelioVital®-suncare solves common problems of conventional sunscreens and offers added health beneficial value
with a persistent tan as well.
Particularly in sauna and wellness-area it was up to now not possible for the guests to get pampered in the sun between
the sauna sessions without considerable efforts to get protected from harmful UV-rays by significant residual risks. The
canopies with the HelioVital® technology set up at sandy beach in the Sauna Paradise next to Stonehenge provide
THERME ERDING sauna guests with sunny recreation periods with immediate pigment darkening in a healthy way.
THERME ERDING once again, provides striking evidence of expertise to create added value for health of their guests!
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You can download the picture with the title: „HelioVital am Sandstrand in der THERME ERDING / HelioVital at Sandy
Beach of THERME ERDING“:
high image resolution (4261 x 2874 dpi / 4708 kB)
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